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You may have noticed that some of the schedules on our siteYou may have noticed that some of the schedules on our site have not yet been have not yet been 
updated to reflect the (Northern Hemisphere) winter timetable. Wupdated to reflect the (Northern Hemisphere) winter timetable. We expect to be e expect to be 
updating these with the latest flight schedules over the next feupdating these with the latest flight schedules over the next few weeks. The busiest w weeks. The busiest 
time of the month for SimAirline.net is always the beginning andtime of the month for SimAirline.net is always the beginning and end of the month, end of the month, 
when the roster needs to be overhauled and when the roster needs to be overhauled and LatitudeLatitude released; this is even worse at released; this is even worse at 
the end of March and October every year, when airlines switch tothe end of March and October every year, when airlines switch to a new timetable. a new timetable. 
As always, your patience and understanding are greatly appreciatAs always, your patience and understanding are greatly appreciated.ed.

Seven of our airlines are celebrating major anniversaries tSeven of our airlines are celebrating major anniversaries this year, and we would his year, and we would 
be remiss in our duty not to honor our great airlines in some wabe remiss in our duty not to honor our great airlines in some way. In this monthy. In this month’’s s 
issue, weissue, we’’ll look back at the start of Alaska (75ll look back at the start of Alaska (75thth anniversary), Alitalia (60anniversary), Alitalia (60thth), Copa ), Copa 
(60(60thth), Icelandair (70), Icelandair (70thth), Korean Air (45), Korean Air (45thth), Pan American (80), Pan American (80thth), and Varig (80), and Varig (80thth).).

Also in this issue of Also in this issue of LatitudeLatitude, some of our management team shares their, some of our management team shares their favorite favorite 
airliners with you (for those of you that frequent the Message Bairliners with you (for those of you that frequent the Message Boards, the overall oards, the overall 
selections may be a bit surprising).selections may be a bit surprising).

Mark Mark JahnkeJahnke explains the history and explains the history and 
rationale for airline routing strategies, rationale for airline routing strategies, 
and we include a focus on a nonand we include a focus on a non--
SimAirline.net airline, SimAirline.net airline, JetBlueJetBlue, comparing , comparing 
its history to that of an airline from its history to that of an airline from 
another time.another time.

Happy Flying!Happy Flying!

Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson
aaron.robinson@simairline.netaaron.robinson@simairline.net
AOL Instant Messenger: AOL Instant Messenger: SimAirlineNetSimAirlineNet
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LatitudeLatitude welcomes the opinions of its readers to issues raised in the mawelcomes the opinions of its readers to issues raised in the magazine. Letters should be gazine. Letters should be 
directed to directed to latitude@simairline.netlatitude@simairline.net. SimAirline.net will not print anonymous letters, but names wil. SimAirline.net will not print anonymous letters, but names will be l be 
withheld upon request. withheld upon request. LatitudeLatitude reserves the right to edit letters as it sees fit and does not reserves the right to edit letters as it sees fit and does not guarantee guarantee 
publication.publication.

Alaska Airlines predecessor McGee Alaska Airlines predecessor McGee 
AirwaysAirways’’ first three aircraft.first three aircraft.
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EasyJet to Buy GB AirwaysEasyJet to Buy GB Airways
EasyJet will purchase British Airways franchisee GB Airways for EasyJet will purchase British Airways franchisee GB Airways for ££103.5 million ($212.1 million), increasing the 103.5 million ($212.1 million), increasing the 
airlineairline’’s presence at London s presence at London Gatwick.byGatwick.by nearly half. Flights will begin flying under the easyJet brand nearly half. Flights will begin flying under the easyJet brand next next 
spring. British Airways plans to begin its own service on some ospring. British Airways plans to begin its own service on some of the routes served by GB Airways, which f the routes served by GB Airways, which 
focuses on flights to Mediterranean leisure destinations. Britisfocuses on flights to Mediterranean leisure destinations. British Airways sold go! To easyJet in 2002, and had h Airways sold go! To easyJet in 2002, and had 
the right to buy GB Airways, but CEO Willie Walsh justified the the right to buy GB Airways, but CEO Willie Walsh justified the lack of a move by saying that lack of a move by saying that ““U.K. franchises U.K. franchises 
have outlived their purpose. EasyJet has made an offer to buy GBhave outlived their purpose. EasyJet has made an offer to buy GB Airways and this has enabled us to end the Airways and this has enabled us to end the 
franchise agreement early.franchise agreement early.”” British Airways also announced it will end its franchise agreemBritish Airways also announced it will end its franchise agreement with Scotlandent with Scotland’’s s 
Loganair and replace it with a codeshare agreement, leaving onlyLoganair and replace it with a codeshare agreement, leaving only Comair and SunComair and Sun--Air of Scandinavia as Air of Scandinavia as 
franchise partners (see March 2007 franchise partners (see March 2007 Latitude,Latitude, p. 9 for more on this subject).p. 9 for more on this subject).

Air France, Delta Announce Joint VentureAir France, Delta Announce Joint Venture
Following in the footsteps of their partners KLM and Northwest, Following in the footsteps of their partners KLM and Northwest, Air France and Delta Air Lines announced a Air France and Delta Air Lines announced a 
transatlantic joint venture to eventually cover all routes betwetransatlantic joint venture to eventually cover all routes between Europe and North America. As part of the en Europe and North America. As part of the 
joint venture, Delta will begin service on three new routes to Fjoint venture, Delta will begin service on three new routes to France and begin service to London Heathrow rance and begin service to London Heathrow 
using Air Franceusing Air France’’s slots. In a surprise development, Air France will also begin Ls slots. In a surprise development, Air France will also begin London Heathrowondon Heathrow--Los Angeles Los Angeles 
service.service.

New Buyer List for AlitaliaNew Buyer List for Alitalia
AlitaliaAlitalia’’s board of directors released a new list of potential buyers fors board of directors released a new list of potential buyers for the struggling airline: Aeroflot, Air the struggling airline: Aeroflot, Air 
FranceFrance--KLM, AP Holding (the owner of Air One), KLM, AP Holding (the owner of Air One), CordataCordata BaldassarreBaldassarre, Lufthansa, and Texas Pacific Group., Lufthansa, and Texas Pacific Group.

787 Delayed Six Months, Bair Out as Program Head787 Delayed Six Months, Bair Out as Program Head
After months of speculation about the 787After months of speculation about the 787’’s aggressive schedule, Boeing acknowledged that initial deliveris aggressive schedule, Boeing acknowledged that initial deliveries es 
will be delayed by six months due to supplywill be delayed by six months due to supply--chain issues. The first delivery is now scheduled for November ochain issues. The first delivery is now scheduled for November or r 
December 2008, with flight testing to begin in the first quarterDecember 2008, with flight testing to begin in the first quarter of next year. Several days later, 787 Viceof next year. Several days later, 787 Vice--
President and General Manager Mike Bair was replaced by Pat ShanPresident and General Manager Mike Bair was replaced by Pat Shanahan.ahan.

Airbus Executives Investigated for Insider TradingAirbus Executives Investigated for Insider Trading
FranceFrance’’s parliament is holding hearings on allegations of insider tradis parliament is holding hearings on allegations of insider trading at EADS and Airbus by as many as 21 ng at EADS and Airbus by as many as 21 
executives accused of improperly selling EADS shares prior to Aiexecutives accused of improperly selling EADS shares prior to Airbusrbus’’ June 2006 announcement of A380 June 2006 announcement of A380 
delays. Executives named included Airbus CEO Tom Enders, COO delays. Executives named included Airbus CEO Tom Enders, COO FabriceFabrice BregierBregier, CCO John Leahy, former , CCO John Leahy, former 
EADS coEADS co--CEO Noel CEO Noel ForgeardForgeard, and former EADS co, and former EADS co--Chairmen Arnaud Chairmen Arnaud LagardereLagardere and Manfred Bischoff.and Manfred Bischoff.

ICAO Rejects ICAO Rejects EUEU’’ss Emissions Trading PlansEmissions Trading Plans
ICAO delegates passed a resolution stating that ICAO delegates passed a resolution stating that ““emissions trading schemes should not be applied [by states emissions trading schemes should not be applied [by states 
and governing bodies such as the European Union] to aircraft of and governing bodies such as the European Union] to aircraft of foreign countries without mutual consent,foreign countries without mutual consent,””
rejecting the right of the EU to impose emissions on foreign airrejecting the right of the EU to impose emissions on foreign airlines. lines. IATAIATA’’ss Giovanni Giovanni BisignaniBisignani called it called it ““a a 
clear breach of the Chicago Convention.clear breach of the Chicago Convention.””

--continued on page 5continued on page 5--
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--continued from page 4continued from page 4--

Porter Sues Air Canada for Colluding with Regional PartnerPorter Sues Air Canada for Colluding with Regional Partner
Regional airline Porter Airlines, which has close ties to the ToRegional airline Porter Airlines, which has close ties to the Toronto City Centre Airport, is suing Air Canada ronto City Centre Airport, is suing Air Canada 
for C$850 million ($878.4 million) in damages, claiming that Airfor C$850 million ($878.4 million) in damages, claiming that Air CanadaCanada’’s regional service agreement with Air s regional service agreement with Air 
Canada Jazz allows the two to Canada Jazz allows the two to ““effectively coordinate their activities to establish airfare prieffectively coordinate their activities to establish airfare prices, increase their ces, increase their 
market dominance, avoid competition between themselves, and impemarket dominance, avoid competition between themselves, and impede new competitors.de new competitors.”” Air Canada Jazz is Air Canada Jazz is 
currently suing Porter due to being forced out of the City Centrcurrently suing Porter due to being forced out of the City Centre Airport when Porter began operations.e Airport when Porter began operations.

AeroMexicoAeroMexico Sold to Sold to BanamexBanamex
MexicoMexico’’s largest airline was sold to s largest airline was sold to BanamexBanamex for a price of MXN 2.7 billion ($249 million), beating out the for a price of MXN 2.7 billion ($249 million), beating out the Saba Saba 
familyfamily’’s 2.72 billion final bid that came two minutes after the deadlins 2.72 billion final bid that came two minutes after the deadline. The countrye. The country’’s Federal Competition s Federal Competition 
Commission earlier rejected MexicanaCommission earlier rejected Mexicana’’s $199 million bid, ruling that it would be unfair to competitors $199 million bid, ruling that it would be unfair to competitors and s and 
harmful to consumers.harmful to consumers.

Hawaiian Awarded $80 Million in Go! LawsuitHawaiian Awarded $80 Million in Go! Lawsuit
A bankruptcy court judge awarded Hawaiian Airlines $80 million iA bankruptcy court judge awarded Hawaiian Airlines $80 million in damages from Mesa Airlines, the owner of n damages from Mesa Airlines, the owner of 
new new interislandinterisland carrier go! Hawaiian alleged that Mesa violated a confidentialicarrier go! Hawaiian alleged that Mesa violated a confidentiality agreement when considering ty agreement when considering 
investing in Hawaiian as part of the latterinvesting in Hawaiian as part of the latter’’s bankruptcy process, using the information to help launch go! s bankruptcy process, using the information to help launch go! 
Hawaiian CEO Mark Hawaiian CEO Mark DunkerlyDunkerly called the ruling called the ruling ““a triumph for fair competition and ethics over dishonesty and a triumph for fair competition and ethics over dishonesty and 
illegal behavior.illegal behavior.”” Hawaiian had sued for $173 million in damages and to force go! Hawaiian had sued for $173 million in damages and to force go! out of the market for one out of the market for one 
year. Hours earlier, Hawaiian announced that third quarter profiyear. Hours earlier, Hawaiian announced that third quarter profits rose from $7.7 million to $19.6 million.ts rose from $7.7 million to $19.6 million.

ATR Updates Product LineATR Updates Product Line
The worldThe world’’s second largest turboprop manufacturer will update its ATR 42 as second largest turboprop manufacturer will update its ATR 42 and 72 product lines with more nd 72 product lines with more 
powerful engines, an upgraded cockpit, and a higher maximum takepowerful engines, an upgraded cockpit, and a higher maximum takeoff weight. The new off weight. The new --600 series 600 series ““will be the will be the 
most modern, most upmost modern, most up--toto--date, with the latest generation technology,date, with the latest generation technology,”” said CEO said CEO StephaneStephane Mayer. AllMayer. All--new new 
models will be available in 2010, but some aircraft since will rmodels will be available in 2010, but some aircraft since will receive some new features.eceive some new features.

SAS Permanently Removes Dash 8SAS Permanently Removes Dash 8--400s from Fleet400s from Fleet
Following last monthFollowing last month’’s incidents involving faulty landing gears in its fleet, SAS wils incidents involving faulty landing gears in its fleet, SAS will remove the 27 Dash 8l remove the 27 Dash 8--400s 400s 
from its fleet. from its fleet. ““Confidence in the Q400 has diminished considerably and our custoConfidence in the Q400 has diminished considerably and our customers are becoming mers are becoming 
increasingly doubtful about flying in this type of aircraft,increasingly doubtful about flying in this type of aircraft,”” said President and CEO Mats said President and CEO Mats JanssonJansson. SAS is . SAS is 
seeking SEK 500 million ($76.7 million) from Bombardier in compeseeking SEK 500 million ($76.7 million) from Bombardier in compensation.nsation.

US Airways Cuts Pittsburgh FurtherUS Airways Cuts Pittsburgh Further
The airlineThe airline’’s traditional home and largest hub for decades, US Airways annous traditional home and largest hub for decades, US Airways announced further cuts to its Pittsburgh nced further cuts to its Pittsburgh 
hub, cutting the number of daily flights 108 to 68 next year. Ashub, cutting the number of daily flights 108 to 68 next year. As late as 2000, the hub had over 500 daily flights.late as 2000, the hub had over 500 daily flights.

Star Expands Further with Star Expands Further with EgyptAirEgyptAir
EgyptAirEgyptAir has reached an agreement with Star Alliance to become the alliahas reached an agreement with Star Alliance to become the alliancence’’s twentys twenty--first member sometime first member sometime 
in the next eighteen months. The airline is the third in Africa in the next eighteen months. The airline is the third in Africa to join an alliance.to join an alliance.
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Martin Oertle

Death of the Death of the ““Milk RunMilk Run””
Mark Mark JahnkeJahnke

WeWe’’ve all done a ve all done a ““milk run,milk run,”” whether it was stopping at whether it was stopping at 
several grocery stores on the way home or deciding to visit several grocery stores on the way home or deciding to visit 
five extra stores while at the mall to eliminate the need for five extra stores while at the mall to eliminate the need for 
future trips. A similar concept was once common for most air future trips. A similar concept was once common for most air 
travel service in the world. A milk run flight is a routing withtravel service in the world. A milk run flight is a routing with
two or more stops between the origin and the final two or more stops between the origin and the final 
destination. It is important, however to distinguish between destination. It is important, however to distinguish between 
pure tech stops (for instance Pan American at Midway Island) pure tech stops (for instance Pan American at Midway Island) 
and those that are also destinations (such as Shannon, Ireland).and those that are also destinations (such as Shannon, Ireland).

The milk run finds its roots in early aviation, when many The milk run finds its roots in early aviation, when many 
routes now considered trunk routes could not be justified routes now considered trunk routes could not be justified 
without an additional destination or two. These early without an additional destination or two. These early 
examples were also caused by the short range of early airliners.examples were also caused by the short range of early airliners.
As the 20th century progressed and airliner ranges expanded, As the 20th century progressed and airliner ranges expanded, 
many of these earlier routes became many of these earlier routes became nonstopnonstop while newer, while newer, 
smaller cities gained service from milk runs.smaller cities gained service from milk runs.

The most famous airline flight in the world was in fact a The most famous airline flight in the world was in fact a 
milk run. Pan American 001/002 flew around the world, milk run. Pan American 001/002 flew around the world, 
stopping in eleven or more cities along the way. Another wellstopping in eleven or more cities along the way. Another well--
known milk run was British Airways 009/010 from London to known milk run was British Airways 009/010 from London to 
Auckland with no less than four en route stops, which after Auckland with no less than four en route stops, which after 
Pan American 001 was the longest samePan American 001 was the longest same--plane service in the plane service in the 
world. Milk runs cemented themselves throughout the world world. Milk runs cemented themselves throughout the world 
as a staple before many pointas a staple before many point--toto--point flights could be point flights could be 
justified with the planes of the time.justified with the planes of the time.

Eventually, more direct connections opened up between Eventually, more direct connections opened up between 
cities, but airlines still could not run them economically cities, but airlines still could not run them economically 
without travelling through a hub or another city. Thus, the without travelling through a hub or another city. Thus, the 
triangle flight was born. Triangle flights travel to two or thretriangle flight was born. Triangle flights travel to two or three e 
destinations in a loop before returning to the hub airport. destinations in a loop before returning to the hub airport. 
Modern examples include Air Tahiti Modern examples include Air Tahiti NuiNui’’ss flights to Japan, flights to Japan, 
some KLM routes to Africa, and many regional airline some KLM routes to Africa, and many regional airline 
services to airports close to each other. An additional services to airports close to each other. An additional 
advantage of tagging on destinations is to increase aircraft advantage of tagging on destinations is to increase aircraft 
utilization and also passenger loads. If an aircraft canutilization and also passenger loads. If an aircraft can’’t return t return 
to its home base within 24 hours, why not add an additional to its home base within 24 hours, why not add an additional 
destination thatdestination that’’s not too distant?s not too distant?

A less common but more interesting sort of routing is inA less common but more interesting sort of routing is in

cases where a country has two major markets both requiring cases where a country has two major markets both requiring 
international service. Some airlines, such as Alitalia, have international service. Some airlines, such as Alitalia, have 
opted to split frequencies on longhaul routes between the opted to split frequencies on longhaul routes between the 
cities, while others route the flights through both airports. Focities, while others route the flights through both airports. For r 
instance, Varig longhaul services originated in Rio de Janeiro, instance, Varig longhaul services originated in Rio de Janeiro, 
flew to Sao Paulo, and then flew onward. Swissair had a flew to Sao Paulo, and then flew onward. Swissair had a 
similar approach in the 1990s with Geneva and Zurich before similar approach in the 1990s with Geneva and Zurich before 
making the latter its primary hub.making the latter its primary hub.

As airlines continued growing most carriers found that As airlines continued growing most carriers found that 
passengers preferred passengers preferred nonstopnonstop to sameto same--flight number service. flight number service. 
They also realized that they could profitably offer They also realized that they could profitably offer nonstopnonstop
service and increase capacity by offering separate flights to thservice and increase capacity by offering separate flights to the e 
destinations served by milk runs. This shift was furthered by destinations served by milk runs. This shift was furthered by 
the rise of hubthe rise of hub--andand--spoke route networks.spoke route networks.

This has been a controversial move, and governments have This has been a controversial move, and governments have 
had to intervene to ensure that adequate air service is had to intervene to ensure that adequate air service is 
provided. In Ireland for example, Shannon was once one of provided. In Ireland for example, Shannon was once one of 
the busiest airports in the world thanks to its strategic locatithe busiest airports in the world thanks to its strategic location on 
on the North Atlantic highway. As airliner ranges increased on the North Atlantic highway. As airliner ranges increased 
and Shannon was bypassed, the Irish government required and Shannon was bypassed, the Irish government required 
that all longhaul service by an airline to Dublin must be at that all longhaul service by an airline to Dublin must be at 
least equalled to Shannon. This law is being phased out and least equalled to Shannon. This law is being phased out and 
will expire with the advent of Open Skies next March. will expire with the advent of Open Skies next March. 

While triangle routes and tagWhile triangle routes and tag--onsons maintain a small market maintain a small market 
niche, today the milk run has effectively died out. niche, today the milk run has effectively died out. 
SimAirline.net still offers several such services, most SimAirline.net still offers several such services, most 
prominently with nowprominently with now--closed carriers, such as Varigclosed carriers, such as Varig’’s s 
domestic routes, or their route from Rio de Janeiro to Hong domestic routes, or their route from Rio de Janeiro to Hong 
Kong via Johannesburg, Bangkok, and Sao Paulo, or AOMKong via Johannesburg, Bangkok, and Sao Paulo, or AOM’’s s 
service from Paris to service from Paris to NoumeaNoumea via Colombo and Sydney.via Colombo and Sydney.

The largest networks of mainline milk runs today are in The largest networks of mainline milk runs today are in 
Alaska and Micronesia. Alaska Airlines operates services from Alaska and Micronesia. Alaska Airlines operates services from 
Seattle/Tacoma to Anchorage and Fairbanks with a plethora Seattle/Tacoma to Anchorage and Fairbanks with a plethora 
of intermediate stops, while Continental Micronesia has an of intermediate stops, while Continental Micronesia has an 
““island hopperisland hopper”” service from Honolulu to Guam with five service from Honolulu to Guam with five 
stops. It would not be a stretch to predict that most air servicstops. It would not be a stretch to predict that most air service e 
in the Last Frontier and the Central Pacific still operate as in the Last Frontier and the Central Pacific still operate as 
milk runs and will continue to well into the 21st century.milk runs and will continue to well into the 21st century.



VA SVA SPOTLIGHTPOTLIGHT

Despite its small home market, Korean Air Despite its small home market, Korean Air 
is the ninth largest airline in Asia and the is the ninth largest airline in Asia and the 
twentytwenty--third largest in the world. The airline third largest in the world. The airline 
also has the fourth largest cargo operation also has the fourth largest cargo operation 
worldwide.worldwide.

In addition to its passenger and cargo In addition to its passenger and cargo 
operations, the airline is one of the few to operations, the airline is one of the few to 
have its own aerospace research and have its own aerospace research and 
manufacturing division. Korean Air Aerospace manufacturing division. Korean Air Aerospace 
manufactures military helicopters, fighters, manufactures military helicopters, fighters, 
and parts for numerous airliners.and parts for numerous airliners.

The airlineThe airline’’s current livery was designed by s current livery was designed by 
Boeing over twenty years ago, and includes Boeing over twenty years ago, and includes 
the the ““taegeuktaegeuk”” from the national flag, which from the national flag, which 
dates back several centuries.dates back several centuries.

While Korean Air was hit hard by the While Korean Air was hit hard by the 
Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s, the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s, the 
airline has recovered well thanks to its airline has recovered well thanks to its 
emphasis on traffic to the fastemphasis on traffic to the fast--growing China growing China 
market, especially on connections from market, especially on connections from 
longhaul destinations.longhaul destinations.

Due to a disastrous safety record during Due to a disastrous safety record during 
the 1980s and 1990s that adversely the 1980s and 1990s that adversely 
affected traffic and other airlinesaffected traffic and other airlines’’ willingness willingness 
to partner, Korean Air brought in safety to partner, Korean Air brought in safety 
experts from Delta and other airlines to experts from Delta and other airlines to 
reform its safety programs and has been reform its safety programs and has been 
accidentaccident--free since 1999.free since 1999.

The airline recently adopoted a new The airline recently adopoted a new 
slogan, slogan, ““Excellence in FlightExcellence in Flight”” as part of a as part of a 
series of new internal branding initiatives, series of new internal branding initiatives, 
including new uniforms and a new interior including new uniforms and a new interior 
cabin.cabin.

Korean Air recently completed a fleet Korean Air recently completed a fleet 
simplification and replacement plan, retiring simplification and replacement plan, retiring 
the 747the 747--300, MD300, MD--11, MD11, MD--82/83, and 82/83, and 
Fokker 100 from passenger service. The MDFokker 100 from passenger service. The MD--
11s remain in service as freighters.11s remain in service as freighters.

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--Korean Air flies to more destinations in Korean Air flies to more destinations in 
North America than any other Asian airline.North America than any other Asian airline.
--The airline has an excellent reputation for its The airline has an excellent reputation for its 
inin--flight meal service, which offers a variety of flight meal service, which offers a variety of 
Korean dishes.Korean dishes.
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An A300-600 over Seoul

A 777-200ER approaching Seoul Incheon
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••Began after founder Don Burr had a fallingBegan after founder Don Burr had a falling--out out 
with the head (Frank Lorenzo) of a successful with the head (Frank Lorenzo) of a successful 
TexasTexas--based airline (Texas International), taking based airline (Texas International), taking 
several executives with himseveral executives with him
••Began singleBegan single--class flights at an underused and class flights at an underused and 
relatively relatively uncongesteduncongested New YorkNew York--area airport area airport 
(Newark), transforming it into the busiest in the (Newark), transforming it into the busiest in the 
areaarea
••Soon faced competition on the same routes by a Soon faced competition on the same routes by a 
subsidiary operation with similar service and fares subsidiary operation with similar service and fares 
(New York Air), which was eventually absorbed (New York Air), which was eventually absorbed 
into the parent corporation (Continental)into the parent corporation (Continental)
••Centered itself around Centered itself around ““people principlespeople principles”” and and 
placing employees first, including placing employees first, including incentivizingincentivizing by by 
paying employees with company stockpaying employees with company stock
••Hailed for offering affordable air transportation Hailed for offering affordable air transportation 
to millions of American, Burr was featured on the to millions of American, Burr was featured on the 
cover of cover of TIMETIME magazinemagazine
••Encountered operational difficulties after Encountered operational difficulties after 
introducing a second fleet type (727s) and introducing a second fleet type (727s) and 
overexpandingoverexpanding, eventually leading to financial , eventually leading to financial 
losseslosses
••Regular overbooking led to service meltdowns Regular overbooking led to service meltdowns 
and hundreds of stranded passengers in the and hundreds of stranded passengers in the 
terminalterminal
••Purchased a Massachusetts commuter airline Purchased a Massachusetts commuter airline 
(Provincetown(Provincetown--Boston Airlines) to increase traffic Boston Airlines) to increase traffic 
flow in the Northeastflow in the Northeast
••Bought DenverBought Denver--based Frontier Airlines to create based Frontier Airlines to create 
a true transcontinental networka true transcontinental network
••Eventually sold to archEventually sold to arch--rival Continental, the rival Continental, the 
successor to Texas International successor to Texas International 

DDééjjàà Blue?Blue?
••Began after founder David Began after founder David NeelemanNeeleman had a had a 
fallingfalling--out with the head (Herb Kelleher) of a out with the head (Herb Kelleher) of a 
successful Texassuccessful Texas--based airline (Southwest), taking based airline (Southwest), taking 
several executives with himseveral executives with him
••Began singleBegan single--class flights at an underused and class flights at an underused and 
relatively relatively uncongesteduncongested New YorkNew York--area airport area airport 
(Kennedy), transforming it into the busiest in the (Kennedy), transforming it into the busiest in the 
areaarea
••Soon faced competition on the same routes by a Soon faced competition on the same routes by a 
subsub--branded operation with similar service and branded operation with similar service and 
fares (Song), which was eventually reabsorbed fares (Song), which was eventually reabsorbed 
into the parent corporation (Delta)into the parent corporation (Delta)
••Centered itself around Centered itself around ““people principlespeople principles”” and and 
placing employees first, including placing employees first, including incentivizingincentivizing by by 
paying employees with company stockpaying employees with company stock
••Hailed for Hailed for ““bringing humanity back to air travel,bringing humanity back to air travel,””
NeelemanNeeleman appeared on the cover of appeared on the cover of TIMETIME
magazinemagazine
••Encountered operational difficulties after Encountered operational difficulties after 
introducing a second fleet type (Embraer 190s) introducing a second fleet type (Embraer 190s) 
and and overexpandingoverexpanding, eventually leading to financial , eventually leading to financial 
losseslosses
••Winter snowstorms led to a service meltdown Winter snowstorms led to a service meltdown 
and hundreds of stranded passengers in the and hundreds of stranded passengers in the 
terminal and on board aircraftterminal and on board aircraft
••Partnered with a Massachusetts commuter Partnered with a Massachusetts commuter 
airline (Cape Air) to increase traffic flow in the airline (Cape Air) to increase traffic flow in the 
NortheastNortheast
••Rumored to be interested in buying DenverRumored to be interested in buying Denver--
based Frontier Airlinesbased Frontier Airlines
••To be continuedTo be continued……

Jeff Well

Brian FuttermanRobert M. Campbell
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Pan American World Airways Pan American World Airways –– 19271927
Pan American Pan American AirwaysAirways’’ss ((““WorldWorld”” was added later) was added later) 
began service on 19 October 1927, but not with its own began service on 19 October 1927, but not with its own 
aircraft. The airline was required to fly the new airmail aircraft. The airline was required to fly the new airmail 
route from Key West, Florida to Havana by the 19route from Key West, Florida to Havana by the 19thth on, on, 
but the Key West airport was not yet complete because but the Key West airport was not yet complete because 
of rain. By coincidence, pilot Cy Caldwell was ferrying a of rain. By coincidence, pilot Cy Caldwell was ferrying a 
Fairchild FCFairchild FC--2, 2, La NiLa Niññaa,  of West Indian Aerial Express ,  of West Indian Aerial Express 
(which Pan American later bought) to the Dominican (which Pan American later bought) to the Dominican 
Republic, and was convinced to carry Pan AmericanRepublic, and was convinced to carry Pan American’’s s 
mail for a small sum (likely $175).mail for a small sum (likely $175).

Varig Brazilian Airlines Varig Brazilian Airlines –– 19271927
ViaViaççaoao AAéérearea RioRio--GrandenseGrandense was established on 7 May was established on 7 May 
1927 by Otto Ernst Meyer, a German immigrant who led 1927 by Otto Ernst Meyer, a German immigrant who led 
the airline until his death in 1966. Varig first flew on 15 the airline until his death in 1966. Varig first flew on 15 
July that year with a Dornier July that year with a Dornier WalWal flying boat, the flying boat, the 
AtlanticoAtlantico,  from Porto Alegre to Rio Grande via Pelotas.,  from Porto Alegre to Rio Grande via Pelotas.

Alaska Airlines Alaska Airlines –– 19321932
Alaska AirlinesAlaska Airlines’’ genealogy goes back to McGee Airways, genealogy goes back to McGee Airways, 
which first flew between Anchorage and Bristol Bay in which first flew between Anchorage and Bristol Bay in 
1932 with a three1932 with a three--seat Stinson monoplane. Originally seat Stinson monoplane. Originally 
part of part of LiniousLinious McGeeMcGee’’s furs fur--trading business, passenger trading business, passenger 
traffic was intended to help reduce the costs of flying. traffic was intended to help reduce the costs of flying. 
The Alaska Airlines name was adopted in 1944.The Alaska Airlines name was adopted in 1944.

Air Canada Air Canada –– 19371937
TransTrans--Canada Air Lines was formed through an act of Canada Air Lines was formed through an act of 
Parliament on 10 April 1937 as a subsidiary of Canadian Parliament on 10 April 1937 as a subsidiary of Canadian 
National Railway, receiving exclusive rights for National Railway, receiving exclusive rights for 
transcontinental airline service. The airlinetranscontinental airline service. The airline’’s first flights first flight

Humble BeginningsHumble Beginnings

was on 1 September 1937 from Vancouver to Seattle was on 1 September 1937 from Vancouver to Seattle 
with a Lockheed 10A (see cover for a restored Lwith a Lockheed 10A (see cover for a restored L--10A). 10A). 
The Air Canada name was adopted in 1965.The Air Canada name was adopted in 1965.

Icelandair Icelandair –– 19371937
FlugfFlugféélaglag AkureyrarAkureyrar was founded in 1937 in was founded in 1937 in AkureyriAkureyri, , 
the second largest city in Iceland. Domestic service the second largest city in Iceland. Domestic service 
began the following year with a Waco YKSbegan the following year with a Waco YKS--7 floatplane. 7 floatplane. 
The companyThe company’’s name changed through the years to s name changed through the years to 
FlugfFlugféélaglag ÍÍslandsslands and finally to Icelandair after merging and finally to Icelandair after merging 
with with LoftleiðirLoftleiðir in 1973.in 1973.

Alitalia Alitalia –– 19471947
AerolineeAerolinee ItalianeItaliane InternazionaliInternazionali, shortened to Alitalia, , shortened to Alitalia, 
was founded on 16 September 1946 and first flew on 5 was founded on 16 September 1946 and first flew on 5 
May 1947 with a Fiat FMay 1947 with a Fiat F--12 12 AlcioneAlcione from Turin to Rome from Turin to Rome 
and Catania. The airline began international service later and Catania. The airline began international service later 
that year.that year.

Copa Airlines Copa Airlines –– 19471947
CompaCompaññiaia PanamePanameññaa de de AviacionAviacion was founded on 21 was founded on 21 
June 1944 by Panamanian investors with technical June 1944 by Panamanian investors with technical 
assistance from Pan American, which received a 32% assistance from Pan American, which received a 32% 
ownership stake. Copa began flying on 15 August 1947 ownership stake. Copa began flying on 15 August 1947 
with DCwith DC--3s between three cities within the country.3s between three cities within the country.

Korean Air Korean Air –– 19621962
Korean Air Lines was founded in 1962 by the Korean Air Lines was founded in 1962 by the 
government, replacing the failing  Korean National government, replacing the failing  Korean National 
Airlines. Privatization seven years later and a takeover by Airlines. Privatization seven years later and a takeover by 
the the HanjinHanjin Group led to the airlineGroup led to the airline’’s present success.s present success.
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Dear Readers,Dear Readers,

Over the last few months, we have enjoyed putting together Over the last few months, we have enjoyed putting together numerous articles for numerous articles for 
SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss latest and most unique addition, latest and most unique addition, LatitudeLatitude. While the process has been thoroughly . While the process has been thoroughly 
enjoyable and enjoyable and LatitudeLatitude has been wellhas been well--received due to its high quality, received due to its high quality, LatitudeLatitude has not received the has not received the 
feedback or transformed the organization as we had hoped when itfeedback or transformed the organization as we had hoped when it was launched. Our first goal was launched. Our first goal 
was to create a new and enjoyable medium for communicating the iwas to create a new and enjoyable medium for communicating the issues facing SimAirline.net. ssues facing SimAirline.net. 
Beyond that, we wanted to encourage a deeper understanding and dBeyond that, we wanted to encourage a deeper understanding and discussion of some longiscussion of some long--term term 
issues facing our airlines and the industry in general.issues facing our airlines and the industry in general.

While we seem to have been successful in achieving the firsWhile we seem to have been successful in achieving the first goal, we seem to have failed in t goal, we seem to have failed in 
our second part. We serve on our second part. We serve on SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss management team and write for management team and write for LatitudeLatitude because because 
we enjoy sharing our talents with you. However, itwe enjoy sharing our talents with you. However, it’’s very disappointing when we put s very disappointing when we put 
extraordinary time and effort into a work such as extraordinary time and effort into a work such as LatitudeLatitude and receive minimal response for our and receive minimal response for our 
labors. Over the last few months, we have tried to increase yourlabors. Over the last few months, we have tried to increase your opportunities to take part in opportunities to take part in 
LatitudeLatitude, by actively encouraging feedback on what you wanted to see in , by actively encouraging feedback on what you wanted to see in the magazine, response the magazine, response 
to issues raised through a Letter to the Editor section, and mosto issues raised through a Letter to the Editor section, and most recently, the addition of the t recently, the addition of the 
Latitude DiscussionLatitude Discussion section of the Message Boards. Unfortunately, it seems that thesection of the Message Boards. Unfortunately, it seems that these efforts have se efforts have 
all fallen short.all fallen short.

LatitudeLatitude takes an enormous amount of time to put together, and we are sttakes an enormous amount of time to put together, and we are starting to believe arting to believe 
that this time could be better spent. The vast majority of the cthat this time could be better spent. The vast majority of the content is written by a single ontent is written by a single 
person, and our early hopes of eventually receiving content fromperson, and our early hopes of eventually receiving content from numerous pilots have still not numerous pilots have still not 
been realized. While we dearly love what been realized. While we dearly love what LatitudeLatitude represents and the promise it holds for represents and the promise it holds for 
SimAirline.net, we are not confident that it makes sense to contSimAirline.net, we are not confident that it makes sense to continue putting our talents into inue putting our talents into 
something that receives, on the surface at least, a lukewarm recsomething that receives, on the surface at least, a lukewarm reception.eption.

At this time, we have not made a final decision on continuiAt this time, we have not made a final decision on continuing ng LatitudeLatitude into 2008. Again, while into 2008. Again, while 
we would very much like to be able to, the final choice is up towe would very much like to be able to, the final choice is up to you, our readers. We very much you, our readers. We very much 
would like to continue this fine offering, but if we continue towould like to continue this fine offering, but if we continue to receive little in the way of receive little in the way of 
response or discussion, we do believe it would be best for SimAiresponse or discussion, we do believe it would be best for SimAirline.net to step back from the rline.net to step back from the 
concept for at least the near future.concept for at least the near future.

Sincerely,Sincerely,

Ali Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid Nick Anderson Nick Anderson Mark Mark JahnkeJahnke Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson



KeflavikKeflavik’’s small terminal facilities are filled to s small terminal facilities are filled to 
capacity every day thanks to Icelandair. capacity every day thanks to Icelandair. 

HHUBUB FFOCUSOCUS
Keflavik International Airport (KEFX/BIKF)Keflavik International Airport (KEFX/BIKF)
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Keflavik International Airport is IcelandKeflavik International Airport is Iceland’’s s 
largest airport. Reykjavik, the countrylargest airport. Reykjavik, the country’’s main s main 
city, is served by Keflavik for international city, is served by Keflavik for international 
flights, while Reykjavik Airport is home to all flights, while Reykjavik Airport is home to all 
domestic services save one, as well as flights domestic services save one, as well as flights 
to Greenland and the Faroe Islands.to Greenland and the Faroe Islands.

The airport was built during World War II The airport was built during World War II 
by the U.S. Army Air Force as a refueling base by the U.S. Army Air Force as a refueling base 
for aircraft crossing the Atlantic and was for aircraft crossing the Atlantic and was 
known as both Patterson Field (fighter side) known as both Patterson Field (fighter side) 
and Meeks Field (bomber side). After the war and Meeks Field (bomber side). After the war 
the airport continued to be used as a the airport continued to be used as a 
refueling stop, as well as a U.S. airbase until refueling stop, as well as a U.S. airbase until 
last fall.last fall.

The passenger terminal is named after The passenger terminal is named after 
LeifurLeifur ErErííkssonksson, the first European to discover , the first European to discover 
North America. Icelandair has taken full North America. Icelandair has taken full 
advantage of the airportadvantage of the airport’’s location, using it as s location, using it as 
a connecting hub for transatlantic traffic, a connecting hub for transatlantic traffic, 
especially to Scandinavia. Because of this, the especially to Scandinavia. Because of this, the 
terminal is one of the few in the world to haveterminal is one of the few in the world to have

dutyduty--free stores on both the arrival and free stores on both the arrival and 
departure sides.departure sides.

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--Thanks to IcelandThanks to Iceland’’s high winds, Keflavik is s high winds, Keflavik is 
often used by Boeing to test new airlinersoften used by Boeing to test new airliners’’
ability to handle high winds.ability to handle high winds.
--The U.S. airbase in Keflavik was a key outpost The U.S. airbase in Keflavik was a key outpost 
during the Cold War, and was perhaps most during the Cold War, and was perhaps most 
popularized in the Tom Clancy novel popularized in the Tom Clancy novel Red Red 
Storm RisingStorm Rising..
--Until the opening of the Eriksson Terminal in Until the opening of the Eriksson Terminal in 
1987, the passenger terminal was located in 1987, the passenger terminal was located in 
the middle of the airbase, requiring the middle of the airbase, requiring 
passengers to go through military passengers to go through military 
checkpoints to flycheckpoints to fly——much like on the opposite much like on the opposite 
side of the Iron Curtain.side of the Iron Curtain.
--The U.S. airbase was highly protested against The U.S. airbase was highly protested against 
during the 1960s and 1970s, including by during the 1960s and 1970s, including by 
future president future president VigdVigdííss FinnbogadFinnbogadóóttirttir..IcelandIceland’’s high winds make Keflavik a s high winds make Keflavik a 

favorite location for airliner flight testing.favorite location for airliner flight testing.

Sigurdur Benediktsson

Baldur Sveinsson
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Favorite FliersFavorite Fliers
SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss management team shares their favorite airliners management team shares their favorite airliners 
and the unique reasons for their preference.and the unique reasons for their preference.

Airbus A330Airbus A330
““What I love the most about A330s are the span What I love the most about A330s are the span 
of their wings and how they have their bogies of their wings and how they have their bogies 
extended to land like an eagle on the runway.extended to land like an eagle on the runway.””

--Ali Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid

McDonnell Douglas DCMcDonnell Douglas DC--99
““Forty years and still going strong. From its Forty years and still going strong. From its 
takeoff roar to its analog cockpit the DCtakeoff roar to its analog cockpit the DC--9, is part 9, is part 
of airline history and I'm honored to call it my of airline history and I'm honored to call it my 
favorite airplane. Here's to another forty years!favorite airplane. Here's to another forty years!””

--Nick AndersonNick Anderson

Airbus A340Airbus A340
““What I love about the A340 family is the variety of What I love about the A340 family is the variety of 
benefits it offers. Not only does it lead the way in benefits it offers. Not only does it lead the way in 
supplying flexibility to the operators, it offers me, as an supplying flexibility to the operators, it offers me, as an 
average passenger, an increased level of comfort on board, average passenger, an increased level of comfort on board, 
in the form of greater cabin space and quietness. As an in the form of greater cabin space and quietness. As an 
experienced FS pilot and technical fan, I love the experienced FS pilot and technical fan, I love the 
advanced systems and avionics incorporated so well in the advanced systems and avionics incorporated so well in the 
family, such as the 'fly by wire' capabilities. Together with family, such as the 'fly by wire' capabilities. Together with 
a modern fuselage and wing design, these give the perfect a modern fuselage and wing design, these give the perfect 
mix for optimal operations.mix for optimal operations.””

--AniruddhAniruddh ChhabraChhabra

--continued on page 9continued on page 9--

Paul Paulsen

Gerardo Dominguez

Brett B. Despain



Boeing 737 LegacyBoeing 737 Legacy
““I have a lot of nostalgia for this spunky little plane, I have a lot of nostalgia for this spunky little plane, 
and remember fondly my youth flying in Alaska's and remember fondly my youth flying in Alaska's 
‘‘mud hensmud hens’’ up and down between Ketchikan and up and down between Ketchikan and 
Seattle. I've always liked stubby planes, and the fact Seattle. I've always liked stubby planes, and the fact 
that this is one of the only commercial jets capable of that this is one of the only commercial jets capable of 
landing on dirt and gravel runways or runways shorter landing on dirt and gravel runways or runways shorter 
than 4000 feet sure helps!than 4000 feet sure helps!””

--Mark Mark JahnkeJahnke

Airbus A330Airbus A330
““The A330 is a spectacular aircraft to behold. It The A330 is a spectacular aircraft to behold. It 
represents a shift in technology from old to new, represents a shift in technology from old to new, 
and was designed to ideally meet airlinesand was designed to ideally meet airlines’’ needs.needs.””

--Dennis Dennis NegrNegróónn
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British Aerospace BAe 146/Avro RJBritish Aerospace BAe 146/Avro RJ
““This is possibly the least common engine/wing This is possibly the least common engine/wing 
configurations in an airliner, so the unique design configurations in an airliner, so the unique design 
making it a fascinating sight. The quad engines, making it a fascinating sight. The quad engines, 
unusually wide passenger seats, and ability to have unusually wide passenger seats, and ability to have 
an unobstructed view of the ground make it an unobstructed view of the ground make it 
especially enjoyable to fly in.especially enjoyable to fly in.””

--Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson

Boeing 757Boeing 757
““The combination of the long, skinny fuselage, The combination of the long, skinny fuselage, 
wide wingspan, and big engines makes the 757 wide wingspan, and big engines makes the 757 
one of the most beautiful aircraft ever built. one of the most beautiful aircraft ever built. 
Adding winglets just makes it better.Adding winglets just makes it better.””

--Ben Ben GrinblattGrinblatt

--continued from page 8continued from page 8--

Hongyin Huo

Serge Bailleul

Dan Brownlee

Dmitry Kudrin
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Content submissions to Content submissions to LatitudeLatitude are encouraged and should be directed to are encouraged and should be directed to latitude@simairline.netlatitude@simairline.net..
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SimAirline.net TriviaSimAirline.net Trivia
One trivia submission may be made per pilot in One trivia submission may be made per pilot in 
the the topictopic in the Latitude Discussion section of in the Latitude Discussion section of 
the Message Boards. The first correct the Message Boards. The first correct 
responder for each question will be announced responder for each question will be announced 
in the following monthin the following month’’s issue.s issue.

This monthThis month’’s questions:s questions:
1. What active passenger airliner (specific 1. What active passenger airliner (specific 
registration) of our airlines has flown continuously registration) of our airlines has flown continuously 
for that airline the longest?for that airline the longest?

2. SimAirline.net currently has 94 hubs, three of 2. SimAirline.net currently has 94 hubs, three of 
which have nonstop flights to 52 other hubs. What which have nonstop flights to 52 other hubs. What 
are those three airports?are those three airports?

3. SimAirline.net has three of the world3. SimAirline.net has three of the world’’s s current current 
airlinesairlines with faces on their tails: with faces on their tails: AeroMexicoAeroMexico, , 
Alaska, and Hawaiian. What is the fourth?Alaska, and Hawaiian. What is the fourth?

Answers from last month:Answers from last month:
1. Airport codes in Canada are well1. Airport codes in Canada are well--known for known for 
starting with Y (IATA) or CY (ICAO). One starting with Y (IATA) or CY (ICAO). One 
SimAirline.net destination in Canada doesnSimAirline.net destination in Canada doesn’’t follow t follow 
the patternthe pattern——which is it?which is it?
Bathurst, NB is ZBF/CZBF (Nick Anderson)Bathurst, NB is ZBF/CZBF (Nick Anderson)

2. What aircraft type has the highest percentage of 2. What aircraft type has the highest percentage of 
active aircraft flown by SimAirline.net airlines?active aircraft flown by SimAirline.net airlines?
SimAirline.net includes the four largest CRJSimAirline.net includes the four largest CRJ--100/200 100/200 
operators in the world. SimAirline.net has 51% of all active operators in the world. SimAirline.net has 51% of all active 
CRJCRJ--100/200s included in its operations.100/200s included in its operations.

3. Between what two airports do the most  3. Between what two airports do the most  
SimAirline.net VAs offer nonstop service?SimAirline.net VAs offer nonstop service?
Los AngelesLos Angeles--Honolulu is served by five of our virtual Honolulu is served by five of our virtual 
airlines: Continental, Delta, Hawaiian, Northwest, and airlines: Continental, Delta, Hawaiian, Northwest, and 
Pan American (Samuel Arnold). However, there is a second Pan American (Samuel Arnold). However, there is a second 
such route: San Franciscosuch route: San Francisco--Honolulu (same airlines).Honolulu (same airlines).

Varig has unveiled a new corporate image, Varig has unveiled a new corporate image, 
including an updated version of its longtime including an updated version of its longtime 
typeface. The new livery reflects a growing typeface. The new livery reflects a growing 
trendtrend——a logo that doesna logo that doesn’’t entirely fit on the t entirely fit on the 
tail.tail.

Tony Ryan, best known as the founder of Tony Ryan, best known as the founder of 
RyanairRyanair twentytwenty--two years ago, died at age two years ago, died at age 
71. Ryan also worked at fellow Irish airline 71. Ryan also worked at fellow Irish airline 
Aer Lingus for twenty years and also Aer Lingus for twenty years and also 
founded Guinness Peat Aviation, one of the founded Guinness Peat Aviation, one of the 
first aircraft leasing companies, which was first aircraft leasing companies, which was 
eventually bought by GE Commercial eventually bought by GE Commercial 
Aviation Services.Aviation Services.

Bernardo Andrade

Virgin America is teaming up with VictoriaVirgin America is teaming up with Victoria’’s s 
Secret to offer an inSecret to offer an in--flight flight ““supermodel supermodel 
pajamas partypajamas party”” on 15 November with on 15 November with 
twentytwenty--seven models on board.seven models on board.


